SHAME ON YOU
OPEN LETTER TO LAWMAKERS WHO ISSUED OUR DEATH SENTENCE
Shame on YOU Maryland State lawmakers. YOU* have handed Retirees from the State of
Maryland a Death Sentence. Did YOU review the facts of this issue before YOU voted to
discontinue prescription drug benefits for State Retirees? Did YOU contemplate the consequences
of your vote? Did YOU consider the 90,000 lives that would be forever affected? Or the State
Employees now eligible for retirement?
Fact: The State Retirees paid into the State of Maryland Retirement System millions of dollars.
Fact: 90,000 State Retirees were promised Health coverage and Prescription Drug Coverage
by the State of Maryland.
Fact: These State Retirees were forced to go years without pay raises and stayed because of
their retirement benefits.
Fact: These State Retirees were forced to furlough but stayed in their positions because of
their retirement benefits.
Fact: YOU dropped prescription drug coverage in 2011 and didn’t inform Retirees for
Seven years.
Fact: Medicare Part D increases the cost of one cancer drug from $800 a year to $10,000 a
year out of pocket costs. Can YOU afford that? They can’t.
Fact: Medicare Part D increases the cost of one diabetes insulin from $200 a year to
$2400.00 a year out of pocket costs. We have State Retirees who take three. Can YOU
afford that? They can’t.
Consequence: Since Medicare Part D does not cover all prescription drugs that was covered by
Maryland Retirement System, many State Retirees will have to decide between food and medicine.
With limited fixed income the choice has been made by YOU. Taking away their prescriptions is
sentencing these State Retirees to a very unpleasant end to their lives.
YOU balanced the budget on the backs of the State Employees. Taking their prescriptions
away is the last straw. Do YOU remember that these same people put YOU back in office? They
had no idea how YOU had destroyed their lives seven years ago. How could YOU look them in the
eye and ask for their vote, knowing YOU had stripped them of their future? Was this your purpose
or are YOU living in the Land of Oz without brains, courage or a heart?
These workers are pleading for YOU to do the right thing. Reverse your stance and give them
their drug coverage back. Hold a special session on this issue. If YOU weren’t informed before YOU
are now. Now knowing that without their medicine the life of a State Retiree will deteriorate slowly
does that place this issue in perspective? What is the life of a State Retiree worth? Hopefully more
than a pair of ruby red slippers.
YOU now have the opportunity to right a wrong. To undo a grave injustice. Do the right
thing. Value their lives, respect their sacrifices that ensured that Maryland kept its AAA bond rating.
Do the right thing.
*YOU refers to the lawmakers who voted to discontinue Prescription Drug Benefits to
State Retirees.
FROM: KEN FITCH ON BEHALF OF MARYLAND STATE RETIREES
.

